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1. What is your perception of the Indian Electronic Systems Design & Manufacturing (ESDM) industry?
India, though reasonably strong in Electronics System design, lacks solid presence in the manufacturing area. To make a
mark in the global ESDM industry, we need to have many product design companies who design and manufacture products
in India. Government can play a big role in this by promoting start –up companies in product design and electronic
manufacturing. We also lack the eco system of electronic component industry. Eco system will come up once design and
manufacturing picks up India.

2. What are the top 3 innovative trends Happiest Minds Technologies sees in ESDM technology?





IOT (internet of things) wherein every small gadget will be Smart, Secured and Connected.
Energy efficient products & Home automation.
Low powered, Low cost wearable technology, and gesture controlled devices with Artificial Intelligence sensors.

3. What part does India play in the overall technology strategy and marketing strategy of your company??
India is an important market for Happiest Minds business. In terms of Technology strategy, our approach is to invest based
on global trends and leverage Technology ecosystems both in India and abroad.

4. How do you place the competency of Indian product and design companies as compared with MNCs?
India can do product design but not many Indian companies are into complete product designs. Complete end-to-end
product design services (designing from concept to product) is one of the key focus area for Happiest Minds. Compared to
MNCs Indian companies offer the complete product design with a good eco-system to enable design as per specs in a
timely and cost effective way.

5. What would be the key market drivers in 2013 ?
Tablets, mobiles, Wearable devices, Gesture controlled sensors, Low cost low powered M2M sensors.

6. In your view, what should India's focus be for the next 2 years?
India should focus more on electronic manufacturing, electronic product design, in addition to the focus on IT services.

7. How does India fare with regard to innovation in the semiconductor domain?
Most of the semiconductor work happening here are not complete product designs, it is either verification work or designing
a portion of the chip. India need to start doing complete end-to-end chip designs. There is a strong collaboration needed
between government and private sector to boost innovation in the Semi industry. We need ready to use labs and place for
mutual collaboration and incubation centers to boost innovation.

8. What would be your mission and vision statement for the growth of the Indian ESDM industry?
India to be a leading design and manufacturing hub for high quality electronic goods for India and International markets
To achieve this, many product design and electronic manufacturing companies have to come up in India. The design that
we do here has to meet global quality standards. Along with manufacturing houses, we also require the electronic
component industry and several electronic test and accreditation labs across India.

9. What are the key verticals addressed by Happiest Minds Technologies in the next three years?
In the ESDM space, we focus on Networking, Storage, Automotive, Consumer Electronics, Medical.
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